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ZHAO Yi-zhen, living between in Yuan and Ming Dynasty, has very abundant in 
works, and his thoughts is quite rich, which includes Confucian, Buddhism, Taoism, 
and is expert in the study of the South and North, gains the marrow of the faction of 
Quan-zhen, Qing-wei and Jing-ming, especially being as descendant of the faction of 
Qing-wei, Jing-ming. Besides, he also makes great contributing on medical science. 
According to his contribution on Taoist and medical science history, and there is 
nobody being further comparatively all-round and deeper study on the Taoist thoughts 
of ZHAO Yi-zhen in academic circles at present, majority emphasis on one side of his 
Taoist thoughts, and most is brief mentioned in introducing the smiriti of Qing-wei 
and Jing-ming. On medical science, academic circles nearly only brief mention his 
publication of  the book of Xian Chuang Wai Ke Ji Yan Fang, and has not studied 
the thoughts of the medical regimen which embodies in this publication, therefore, 
making a further comparatively all-round and deeper study on the Taoist thoughts of 
ZHAO Yi-zhen is very necessary, and also has very important academic value. 
This article made a system and meticulous inspection on ZHAO Yi-zhen’s 
biography and works, Taoist thoughts, and the historical role in Taoism, being divided 
into five parts, and the main contents are summarized as follows: 
Introduction makes a brief summary which estimates the situation of the study on 
Taoist thoughts of ZHAO Yi-zhen and the relevance treatise in academic circles at 
present, and points out priority and significance of this study. 
On the first chapter, it introduces ZHAO Yi-zhen’s biography and works, giving 
orders about his walking on trace, smiriti, and has a test in distinguishing his works, 
priority in the written age of the book of Dao Fa Hui Yuan and which parts were 
written by ZHAO, thinking the written age of the book of Dao Fa Hui Yuan should be 
between the year of ZHAO’s dead ( the year of 1382, the fifteenth year of Hong-wu in 
Ming Dynasty ) and the year of the beginning publication of the book of  Taozang 
( the year of 1444, the ninth year of Zheng-tong ) , and his compiling relate volume 
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On the second chapter, basing on the discrimination of ZHAO Yi-zhen’s works, 
makes a study on the Taoist thoughts of these works, and expounds the feature of the 
thoughts of Dan-Taoism and the practicing methods of Dao, the Lei Fa of Qing-wei 
and the thoughts of Lian-du, faithful filial piety of Jing-ming, and the thoughts on 
keeping in good health of the book of Xian Chuang Wai Ke Ji Yan Fang. 
On the third chapter, it makes a summing up on the special contribution of 
ZHAO Yi-zhen on history respectively from Taoism and medical science. On Taoist 
history, it points out ZHAO makes the thoughts of Dan-Taoism more systematization 
and hierarchy system-rization, and has developed the technique of Fu-lu of Song and 
Yuan Dynasty. On medical science history, his publishing works, Xian Chuang Wai 
Ke Ji Yan Fang, has provided more detailed treating method of Yong-ju and more 
detailed and earlier data for the research of “Ding Chuan Zou Huang”. 
Conclusion is brief summed up the research result of this article, and estimates 
the position of ZHAO Yi-zhen on Taoist and medical science history, thinking his 
important value embodies in the following three aspects: first, the book of Yuan Yang 
Zi Fa Yu, which is written by him, has enriched the thoughts of Dan-Daoism’s theory; 
second, many sheets of the preface of the book of Dao Fa Hui Yuan, which is written 
by him, has made contribution for the technique of Fu-lu of Song and Yuan Dynasty; 
third, he preserves the book of Xian Chuang Wai Ke Ji Yan Fang, which is a surgery 
medicine book , mainly introducing the treating method of Yong-ju; finally, 
conclusion points out this article has some questions waiting for being further study, 
such us the question which table not signing name is written by ZHAO Yi-zhen in the 
book of Dao Fa Hui Yuan, and which year is his birth age, and so on. 
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据统计，近 30 年来涉及赵宜真的论文及论著共有 78 篇。其中，道教角度进
行研究的共有 63 篇，纯医学角度对其研究的共有 13 篇，将其作为奇幻小说主人
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